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ABSTRACT
In its short history, fabric structures have fascinated architects and engineers alike. Architects
appreciate their unusual shapes and forms while engineers delight in their "pure" structural
expression. Capable of spanning large distances while incurring very little weight on supporting
structure, developments in the design of fabric structure can dramatically change the ways in which
permanent building construction is conceptualized. This thesis reviews the most current methods
for design and construction of fabric structures and focuses on how they can be improved for
common application as permanent structures.
In doing so, it begins with a brief history and explanation of the various types of fabric structure
that have previously been built. Subsequent chapters address different limiting factors, including
the development of fabric materials, computational analysis methods, and innovative construction
techniques. Finally, a case study of the new Landside Airport Terminal project in Denver, Colorado
is presented to illustrate a direct application of design and construction methods. Though fabric
structures have come a long way since the first modern cable-net was built fifty years ago, there are
still several challenges to be overcome before fabric can be considered a viable option for the
majority of new building projects.
Thesis Supervisor: Jerome J. Connor
Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering
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INTRODUCTION
The history of structural engineering can be viewed as a movement towards lighter structures;
beginning with heavy masonry arches and domes, transitioning in the 19th century with the
introduction of steel and iron, and bringing us to the present modern world, where the
development of materials and methods continues to improve our ability to create interesting and
unique building spaces. In this way, fabric structures represent the forefront of modern structural
engineering; the result of centuries of building history and engineering knowledge.
In its short history, fabric structures have fascinated architects and engineers alike. Architects
appreciate their unusual shapes and forms while engineers delight in their "pure" structural
expression. Appearing as sports arenas, convention halls, or other publicly-exposed buildings,
fabric structures have often been regarded as iconic. Partly due to their specialized nature and
partly due to their short history or lack of widespread precedential knowledge, the design and
construction of fabric structures requires both the development of new analysis methods and
construction procedures as well as an overall transformation in the way that designers work with
fabricators.
Fabric structures possess several advantages over conventional structures. Perhaps most
importantly, fabric can span large distances without incurring much weight on supporting structure
or foundation. They are capable of carrying large applied loads while weighing very little in
comparison to steel or concrete structures of the same spans. This reduction in weight and material
translates into shorter construction schedules and overall cost savings.
This thesis reviews the most current methods for design and construction of fabric structures and
focuses on how they can be improved for common application as permanent structures. In doing so,
it begins with a brief overview on fabric structure history and an explanation of various types that
have previously been built (Chapter 1). Chapter 2 describes the different materials available; their
properties and general advantages or disadvantages. The design and analysis process is discussed
in Chapter 3, with special focus on numerical methods used for shape-determination and form-
finding. Chapter 4 reviews fabric construction methods and highlights major differences from the
traditional construction process. A case study of the new Denver International Airport Terminal
project is presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 1: HISTORY OF FABRIC STRUCTURES
1.1 TYPES OF FABRIC STRUCTURE
Though fabric structures come in varying size, scale, shape and form, all of them consist of the same
basic elements: (1) a lightweight and flexible fabric membrane, tensioned for stability and usually
used as a roofing element, (2) flexible linear elements such as ties or cables, which are commonly
used at boundaries or edges, and (3) rigid supporting members such as masts, frames, rings, arches,
and edge beams, which usually transfer loads in compression (Lewis). These rigid supports are
typically made from traditional building materials such as steel, concrete, and timber.
Though there are a variety of ways to categorize tensioned fabric structures, Lewis (2003) divides
them into three main groups: (1) boundary tensioned membranes, (2) pneumatic or air-supported
structures, and (3) cable-nets or cable-beams. The following sections compare and contrast the
various features of each category.
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1.1.1 BOUNDARY TENSIONED MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
The boundary tensioned membrane is what typically comes to mind when referring to tension
fabric structures. They consist of stressed membranes that are stretched over boundary elements
such as edge cables or rigid frames. Because their shape and size are controlled by these boundary
conditions, the possibility for new and interesting forms is endless. The membranes themselves
contain initial pre-stress to provide structural stability and also to prevent against loss of tension.
However, because stresses in the fabric can increase significantly with applied loads, pre-stress
levels are usually limited to 1/20 of the breaking strength of the fabrics. Furthermore, fabric
strengths can be unreliable because they are based on uniaxial strip tensile tests of new and dry
fabric materials. In actuality, the strength of fabric membranes can be as little as half this value (see
Section 2.2 Behavioral Properties of Fabric Materials for more information about material testing).
The main difference between boundary tensioned membranes and air-supported structures is the
method of pre-tensioning. Though both possess membrane pre-stresses for stability, boundary
tensioned membranes are typically mechanically tensioned, whereas air-supported structures are
pneumatically tensioned with internal air pressure.
1.1.2 AIR-SUPPORTED STRUCTURES
Though air-supported or pneumatic structures may look very similar to boundary tensioned
membrane structures and cable-nets, they are actually quite different to design and construct. Air-
supported structures have thin fabric membranes that are tensioned by internal air pressure.
Because they rely on pressure gradients to maintain stress in the exterior fabric, they are highly
susceptible to exterior weather conditions such as temperature, wind, and snow more so than other
types of fabric structure. Pneumatic structures are designed for internal pressures ranging from 0.2
kN/m 2 to 0.55 kN/m 2 even though applied snow loads range anywhere from 1.2 kN/m 2 to 2.4
kN/m 2. For this reason, high factors of safety are recommended for the design of air-supported
structures (Lewis, Tension Structures Form and Behaviour).
One of the first air-supported fabric structures was the Radome constructed by Walter Bird in 1946
(see Section 1.2 History of Fabric Structure). Bird went on to found his own company, Birdair
Structures, which claims responsibility for the design and construction of some of the world's most
famous air-supported structures (Shaeffer).
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1.1.3 PRE-STRESSED CABLE-NETS AND BEAMS
Cable-nets and beams form the last category of tension structure, as outlined by Lewis (2003).
From a design and construction point of view, they are actually very similar to boundary tensioned
membrane structures. Indeed, because the basic structural element of a fabric membrane is cable
running in two directions, the cable-net can be considered a discrete-type membrane, exhibiting
similar load-carrying behavior and providing a physically intuitive basis for analysis of these
structures. The main reasons that people choose to distinguish between cable-nets and fabric
membranes is because cable-nets are incapable of transmitting shear and do not accurately account
for the interchange between closely-knit yarns, called warp and fill threads (Levy). This subject is
discussed further in Section 2.1 Components of Structural Fabric. Overlooking this effect of thread
interchange for now, the distinction between cable-net and tensioned fabric structure is not
entirely necessary and will therefore be ignored for the remainder of this paper.
1.2 HISTORY OF FABRIC STRUCTURE
Though modern fabric structures as we define them today have a relatively short history,
structures in the form of tents or dwellings have been around for tens of thousands of years. As
early as the Ice Age, nomadic people laid animal skins as "fabric" over supporting branches or trees.
These dwellings not only provided adequate shelter from harsh climates, but also proved efficient
for quick assembly, disassembly, and moving. From Indian teepees to Asian kibitkas, North
American Eskimo tents to Middle-Eastern black tents, these early buildings appeared across world
cultures in varying designs, shapes, and sizes (see Figure 1) (Drew).
Fabric structures today still possess the same basic
attributes of effective coverage and fast construction,
but have evolved into large-scale public projects,
capable of sheltering huge crowds instead of small
family units. Table 1 lists a number of notable fabric
structures constructed in the last half-century. Each
project brings with it a new set of design requirements
and challenges. The following is a brief review of
Figure 1 - Examples of Early Tents
selected structures and their contributions to the (Source: Berger, 2005)
advancement of fabric structure design and
construction.
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Table 1 - Notable Fabric Structures
YEAR STRUCTURE DESIGNERS COMMENTS
1946 Radome Walter Bird (engr) Air-inflated
Matthew Nowicki (arch)
J.S. Dorton Arena William Dietrick (arch) First large cable-net
Raleigh, NC, US Fred Severud (engr) structure
D.S. Ingalls Hockey Rink
1957 Yale University Cable-net
New Haven, CT, US Fred Severud (engr) Cable-net
Carl Koch (arch)McBac Arts Center Theater1958 Boston, MA, US Weidlinger Associates (engr) Air-inflated
Walter Bird (constr)
French Pavilion, World's Fair1958 French Pavilion, World's Fair Rene Sarger (arch) Early cable-net roofBrussels, Belgium
1958 Sydney Myer Music Bowl Robin Boyd (arch) Early cable-net roofSydney, Australia Bill Irwin (engr)
German Pavilion, EXPO Frei Otto (engr)Montreal, Canada Rudolph Gotbrod (arch)
Olympic Stadium Behnisch and Partners (arch)
1972 Munich, Germany Frei Otto (engr)
Leonhardt and Andra (engr)
Air-inflatedUS Pavilion, World's Fair Davis and Brody (arch) ir-i flateOsaka, Japan David Geiger (engr) 139 x 78 m column-free
139 x 78 m column-free
Various Sports Domes
Silverdome - Pontiac, MI1975 verdome - Pontiac, MI Almost all designed by
David Geiger (engr) Mostly air-inflatedCarrier Dome - Syracuse, NY Walter Bird (constr)
Metrodome - Minneapolis, MN
Hoosier Dome - Indianapolis, IN
Bicentennial Structures 21 m span with vertical
Folklife Pavilion Horst Berger (engr) masts
Independence Mall Pavilion H2L2 (arch) 4000 SM, 35 m span with
Philadelphia, PA masts
1979 King Abdul Aziz University Buro Happold (engr)
Sports Hall Rudolph Gotbrod (arch)
Haj Airport Terminal Skidmore-Owings-Merrill (arch) Largest fabric roof to dateSaudi Arabia Horst Berger (engr consult) 47 hectares coverage
Munich Ice Skating Rink1982 Jorg Schlaich Cable-net and trussed archMunich, Germany
King Fahd Stadium Ian Fraser, John Roberts (arch)
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Horst Berger (engr)
Canada Place, EXPO Zeidler/Roberts Partners (arch) 135 x 55 m
Vancouver, Canada Horst Berger (engr) Ridge-and-valley design
1992 Georgia Dome Weidlinger Associates (engr)
Atlanta, GA, US Walter Bird (constr) Largest cable dome to date
Denver Airport Fentress and Bradburn (arch) 300 x 70 m in planDenver, CO, US Berger and Severud (engr) PTFE-coated fiberglass
roof
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1.2.1 J.S. DORTON ARENA, RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
Designed by architects William Deitrick, Matthew
Nowicki, and engineer Fred Severud, the Raleigh Arena is
often cited as the first modern, large-scale, cable-net
structure. The famous saddle-shaped roof is made from a
set of upwardly-curved cables, which intersect with
perpendicular downwardly-curved cables. The upward
cables span approximately 95 meters between two
intersecting and inclined parabolic arches (Vandenberg).
The cable-net roof supports a more traditional roof
consisting of rigid insulation and corrugated steel sheets,
and creates a 30 meter diameter column-free plan
-(Tripeny). This structure is said to have inspired Frei
Otto to pursue the study of cable-net structures after
Figure 2 - Raleigh Arena visiting Severud's New York office as a student.
(Source: Architectural Record)
1.2.2 GERMAN PAVILION, EXPO, MONTREAL, CANADA
Impressed with the work done by Severud on the Raleigh
Arena, Frei Otto returned to Germany and began to build his 1
famous lightweight structure models. Through these
experiments, he discovered new ways to structurally
support fabric and designed a number of smaller projects in
Germany and in Europe. Otto is considered one of the most
influential designers in the world of tension fabric
structures. His work not only caught the attention of
architects and engineers, but also fostered a public
appreciation for them. Figure 3 - German Pavilion Montreal EXPO
(Source: McGill University)
His first large-scale project was the German Pavilion at the Montreal EXPO in 1967. Designed with
architect Rudolph Gutbrod, this structure covers a total area of 8,000 square meters, spanning 130
x 105 meters in two directions (see plan in Figure 4). The shape of the roof is determined by a set of
support masts, which vary in height from 14 to 38 meters, and anchor points dispersed throughout
12
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the site (German Pavilion, Expo '67, Frei Otto).
Though this project is certainly an aesthetic
achievement, the structure experienced certain
S/ technical problems related to construction of the
I,. cable-net and failed during a snow storm only five
years after its construction (H. Berger).
Figure 4 - Plan View of the German Pavilion
(Source: GreatBuildings.com)
GreatBulldlnge.com
1.2.4 U.S. PAVILION, WORLD'S FAIR, OSAKA, JAPAN
The U.S. Pavilion at the 1970 World's Fair in Osaka,
Japan is one of the first, large-scale air supported
structures constructed. The lightweight roof option was
first considered because of the site's poor soil
conditions and high exposure to seismic activity.
Designed by architects Davis and Brody and engineered -. .
by David Geiger, the 139 x 78 meter plan forms into the Figure 5 - Plan View of the U.S. Pavilion(Source: Berger, 2005)
shape of a super-ellipse, somewhere between ellipse and
rectangle (see Figure 5 and 6). The super-ellipse
is mathematically expressed by the equation:
(x/a)m -bm = 1.
Like many other large-scale fabric structures
that are used as exhibition spaces, the U.S.
Pavilion in Japan inspired interest in the general
Figure 6 - Roof of the U.S. Pavilion public as well as in the engineering and
(Source: Columbia University) architecture industries (H. Berger).
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1.2.5 OLYMPIC STADIUM, MUNICH, GERMANY
The Olympic Stadium for the 1972 Munich Olympic
Games is considered a masterpiece project of Frei Otto; V
the culmination of several years of research and design
with the Institute of Lightweight Structures in Stuttgart,
Germany. The roof design team included Behnisch &
Partner, and Leonhardt & Andra.
The scale of this project is significant for its time;
covering a total area of 75,000 square meters and using Figure 8- Stadium Masts
(Source: Munich IN)
over 210 kilometers of cable (see initial design in Figure
7). Another ground-breaking aspect of this project is the use of computational models to predict
and understand the structure's geometry. These computer models were developed by Professors K
Linkwitz and JH Argyris
(Linkwitz).
Figure 7 - Schematic Design
of Olympic Stadium Roof .,
(Source: Vandenberg)
The structural system of the stadium roof included a cable-net spaced at 750 millimeter intervals
and suspended from masts, varying in heights up to 80 meters. The whole net was clad with 2.9 x
2.9 meter transparent acrylic panels, separated with continuous neoprene joints to allow for
flexible connection to the cables. As a revolutionary construction project resulting from an
innovative design process, the Munich Olympic stadium is truly a noteworthy engineering
achievement (Vandenberg).
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1.2.5 HAj AIRPORT TERMINAL, JEDDAH INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, SAUDI ARABIA
As the world's largest roof structure to date, the Haj
Terminal of the Jeddah International airport features a
unique and interesting radial tent design. It was designed
by architect Skidmore, Owings, Merrill and engineer Horst
Berger in 1981. Here again, one can see how fabric
structures are efficient for creating visual interest in a
publicly exposed space.
For this project in particular, the properties of fabric
chosen were of special importance. Located in the middle
of the desert, the tent modules shown in Figure 9 were
designed to transmit daylight while protecting the huge
number of people traveling through the airport on their
way to Mecca. The structure consists of 210 square tent
Figure 9 - Haj Airport Terminal units, each measuring 45 meters along its edge cable. The
(Source: McGill University)
cable configuration as well as the overall structural
scheme is detailed in the Figures below (H. Berger).
Figure 11 - Radial
Cable Configuration
(Source: Berger, 2005)
wo-"pykn (rar/e
interior p~ion XA
utpenuan cables
I (upprng
as les Figure 10 - Computer Model Illustrating Overall Structural
O -- Scheme (Source: Berger, 2005)
k Iowe center n ig
7. 4_ metecs 10 een
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CHAPTER 2: FABRIC MATERIALS
Advances in the design of fabric structures often go hand-in-hand with the development of new,
high-performance materials. Materials used for structural fabric satisfy all of the requirements of a
typical roof, while maintaining only a fraction of the weight, volume, and cost. These requirements
include, but are not limited to, coverage and protection from exterior weather conditions, airtight-
ness, waterproofing, fire-resistance, durability, acoustic and heat-control. Sometimes, they must
also be able to transmit daylight and be easy to clean (H. Berger).
2.1 COMPONENTS OF STRUCTURAL FABRIC
As implied by their name, the most important and defining component of a fabric structure is the
fabric material itself. Structural fabric can be broken down into yarns, which in turn are made of
fibers. The basic element of fabric material is therefore the individual fiber. There are a variety of
ways to join fibers to create yarn and a number of ways to weave yarn into fabric.
Typically too short and too thin to be used as structural elements, individual fibers must be joined
together to become yarn. The fibers can either be bunched in a parallel fashion or twisted together.
If they are laid parallel, the resulting equivalent stiffness of the yarn is close to the sum of stiffness
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for each fiber. Twisting the fibers together, on the other hand, results in a lower equivalent stiffness
because the fibers can elongate more under applied axial loads (Shaeffer).
Like fibers, yarns must also join together in some way to become
structural fabric. However, whereas the finished product of
joining fibers is a linear yarn, the end result of joining yarns is a
two-dimensional fabric sheet. Woven fabric is typically made of
two sets of yarn running perpendicular to each other. The initial
yarns that run along the length of the fabric are called warpyarns
while the ones that thread parallel to these are called fill yarns
(see Figure 12). The most common fiber materials used for
structural fabric include fiberglass, polyester, nylon, and aramids (or
Figure 12 -Warp and Fill Yarns
(Source: Shaeffer)
Kevlar) (Testa).
The final step in producing structural fabric is to apply a coating. Coatings are beneficial for many
reasons; aside from allowing for a more unified, composite response from the fabric yarns, certain
coatings can also protect fabric from weather and dirt, provide fireproofing as well as resistance to
ultraviolet radiation (Armijos). Coatings can be applied in liquid form by pouring or spread on and
forced through the fabric. The most common coatings include polyvinylchloride (PVC),
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, Teflon), and silicone. It is worth noting that though the coating and
fabric yarns act as a composite material once dry, the coating contributes little to the structural
strength properties of the overall fabric (Shaeffer). Table 2 illustrates three different weave
patterns along with some advantages and disadvantages of each.
Woven yarns result in fabric that is approximately 3 times the yarn thickness while laid yarn
(simply placed on top of each other) results in fabric that is about 2 times the yarn thickness. This
means that woven yarn fabrics usually require more coating to obtain a smooth finish.
Coating applications result in two types of bonding: mechanical and chemical. Mechanical action is
created by the physical presence of coating material between the threads of fabric yarn. Chemical or
adhesion action, on the other hand, is caused by the chemical attachment of coating to fiber
material. The pattern of woven yarn is conducive to orthotropic deflection behavior. To induce
isotropic behavior, yarns can be pre-stretched before coating.
WARP FIBERS
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Table 2 -Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Weave Patterns
Tightly Woven FabricsLoosely Woven Scrims Plain Weave
- Plain Weave
Two Layer Thickness
High Tensile Strength Very High Tear Strengths
High Mechanical AdhesionHigh Easy to Direct Coat with Liquid Excellent Balance of Tear andHigh Tear Strength Systems Tensile Properties
Balance of Mechanical and
Chemical Adhesion
No Mechanical Adhesion,
Low Tensile Strength All Chemical Low Elongation in Both Warp
Coating Between Yarn Openings Low Tear Strength and Fill
> Subjected to Excessive Amount Three Layer Thickness Poor Interaction Between Warp
c of Wear High Filling Strength and Fill Yarns
(Source: Shaeffer)
2.2 BEHAVIORAL PROPERTIES OF FABRIC MATERIALS
A proper understanding of elongation and elastic properties of fabric materials is essential to
creating a desired shape. The application of new materials can be frustrating because if one of the
properties is not sufficient, it usually requires the development of an entirely new fabric, with
different yarns and weaving techniques. Sometimes, the resulting new fabric can have a totally
different set of properties than the ones previously specified (Bird).
Conventional structures often require lower factors of safety because the materials they use have
more dependable strength properties. In contrast, fabric materials exhibit unreliable behavior and
low durability, as properties can change drastically over time as a result of weathering, UV
degradation, and repeated loading (Shaeffer).
II"- -
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2.2.1 TEARING AND TENSILE STRENGTH
rearing and tensile strength describe a
fabric's ability to carry load along the plane
of the fabric. While tensile strength is a
measure of fabric stretching from opposite
ends, tearing strength refers to local
failure, when forces are applied at one
location in opposite directions. Figure 13
shows a number of tests used to determine
these properties.
The tear and tensile strength of fabric are
indirectly related; as tensile strength
increases, tearing strength decreases. This
relationship is analogous to cutting a
string; a taut string is easier to cut than a
slack one. Similarly, a fabric that is capable
of carrying higher planar stresses will tear
more easily.
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Tensile strength varies greatly between the Figure 13 - Various Tests to Determine Material Properties(Source: Huntington, 2004)
warp and fill directions, and is usually
stronger in the warp. It also changes drastically from initial loadings to repeated loadings. Two
types of tests exist to measure the tensile strength of fabric materials; both are strip tensile tests,
but one is uniaxial and the other is biaxial (see Figure 13). The biaxial test more accurately
measures the tensile strength because fabrics exhibit orthotropic behavior in two directions.
The stress-strain curves in Figure 14 yield certain conclusions about fabric material strength
behavior:
- The behavior of warp yarns varies greatly from fill yarns. Both vary with the ratio of warp
to fill stress.
- All fibers displace more during second and subsequent loadings as opposed to first loading.
- All fibers exhibit nonlinear stress-strain behavior
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Figure 14 - Stress-Strain Diagrams for Glass and Polyester
Fabric Material (Source: Shaeffer)
2.2.2 STRETCHING AND DIMENSIONAL STABILITY
As mentioned previously, the weaving process of fabric results in a material that elongates and
deforms a great deal. The main way to mitigate this problem is to pre-stretch or pre-tension the
fabric. This can be done to the fabric as a whole before installation or during the weaving process to
individual fibers, in which case the force in warp and fill fibers can be adjusted to produce equal
deflection in both directions. Fabrics tend to have more strength in the straight, warp direction
rather than the "crimped" fill direction, and can often become dimensionally unstable as a result of
crimp interchange (Huntington).
STRAM
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Other factors can affect the dimensional stability of fabric material. These include changes in
temperature and water content. Increases in temperature will increase fiber elongation as a
function of the material's coefficient of thermal expansion. Water is bad for fabric materials for a
number of reasons. In addition to promoting freeze-thaw action, water also carries micro-
organisms that degrade the material over time. For these reasons, water-proofing is an important
function of fabric coatings (Shaeffer).
Stretching and dimensional stability are significant considerations because fabric membranes must
always remain in tension. If any section of a fabric loses tension, it "bags" and "flutters" and can no
longer contribute to the load-resisting structural system (Armijos).
2.2.3 ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION PROTECTION
Many fabric structures degrade with exposure to UV light. Though glass is not significantly affected,
tests have shown that polyester loses 20% and nylon 90% of its strength when exposed for 110
weeks (see Figure 15). UV protection can be achieved with light-resistant additives in the fiber
material or UV absorbers in the coating (Shaeffer).
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Figure 15 - Degradation of Fabric Material Subjected to UV Radiation
(Source: Shaeffer)
2.2.4 FIRE PROTECTION
Fireproofing is a major consideration in the design of fabric structures. Several common fire tests
and standards exist for fabrics and other textile materials. These include:
- The National Fire Protection (NFPA) 701 - Fire Tests for Flame-Resistant Textile and Films
- The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
o E84 - Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials (Flame Spread Test)
o E108 - Fire Tests of Roof Coverings
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o E136 - Behavior of Materials in a Vertical Tube Furnace at 750 'C
2.2.5 TRANSLUCENCY AND THERMAL RESISTANCE
Fabric materials feature several properties that render them effective in warmer climates. These
include low insulating ability, low thermal mass, high reflectivity of light, and low translucency.
Translucency is an important material property of architectural fabrics because it has both
aesthetic and technical implications: allowing natural daylight into a building space and resulting in
higher energy savings. Fabrics are available in a range of translucency, from as little as 1% to as
much as 95%, though the most commonly-used fabric materials can only achieve about 25%.
Similar energy cost savings can be achieved by adjusting the thermal resistive properties of fabric.
Thermal insulation provided by fabric materials can vary from the equivalent of as little as a single
pane of glass or as much as conventional wall and roof structures (Armijos).
2.3 COMPARISON OF COMMON FABRIC MATERIALS AND COATINGS
As mentioned before, the most commonly used fabric materials are polyester, nylon, fiberglass, and
aramid (or Kevlar) while the most commonly used coatings are PVC, PTFE, Teflon, and Silcone. The
most popular combination of fiber and coating are PVC-coated polyester, PTFE-coated fiberglass,
and Silicone-coated fiberglass.
Polyester fabric has a lower tensile strength, but greater modulus of elasticity and stiffness than
nylon fabric. This lower strength in polyester can be considered a fair trade for the lower
deformations resulting from its higher stiffness. Though polyester fibers are more susceptible to
ultraviolet radiation than nylon fibers, they are also easier to protect, rendering the polyester fabric
more durable overall. Both polyester and nylon are more flexible than glass and aramid fabrics.
Glass fabrics boast higher strength and extensional modulus of elasticity than nylon and polyester,
but also exhibit brittle breaking behavior. Glass fibers are usually made very small to compensate
for this drawback. Extra care is taken when folding or rolling glass fabrics during construction
transport and erection to protect from damage due to repeated flexure (Shaeffer).
2.3.1 PVC-COATED POLYESTER
PVC-coated polyester fabric is the oldest and one of the most commonly used materials on fabric
structures. It has a high tensile and tear strength but low durability as it tends to deteriorate from
UV radiation. It also exhibits creep behavior, losing significant levels of pre-stress over time and
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sometimes requiring membrane re-stressing. Their tendency to retain dirt can be overcome with
the application of fluropolymers on top of the PVC coating (Lewis, Tension Structures Form and
Behaviour). Though this material was popular in the 1960's, it has since been surpassed by glass
fiber fabrics, partly because many consider its low durability and lifespan of 10-15 years a barrier
to application as permanent structure (Huntington, The Tensioned Fabric Roof).
2.3.2 PTFE-COATED FIBERGLASS
Teflon-coated glass and silicone-coated glass fabrics have considerably higher tensile strengths, but
poor tear strengths in comparison to PVC-coated polyester. They also exhibit less creep and require
minimal maintenance, though water damage is sometimes a serious concern. Because glass is more
susceptible to brittle failure, PTFE-coated fiberglass must be handled with care during transport.
Silicone-coated fabrics are more flexible and therefore less brittle than Teflon-coated fabrics
(Lewis, Lightweight Tension Membranes - An Overview). Table 3 is a brief comparison of two
commonly used fabric materials. It is worth noting that fiberglass is typically much more expensive
than polyester both as a raw material and as a finished roof application (Huntington, The Tensioned
Fabric Roof).
Table 3 - Comparison of Commonly-Used Fabric Materials
PVC-Coated Polyester PTFE-Coated Fiberglass
Base Fiber Tensile Strength 350-1200 MPa 3500 MPa
Weight 800 - 1100 g/m 2  ....
Strip Tensile Strength 3100-5800 N/5cm 1600 - 8800 N/5cm
Tear Strength Good Poor
Stiffness Moderate High
Creep Behavior Moderate ----
Coating protects for High resistance to UV
10-15 years degradation
Light Transmission Up to 22% translucency Up to 27% translucency
Fire Resistance Good Moderately good
$90-$150/m2 (fabric) $60-$80/m2 (unfabricated)
$400-$700/m2 (entire roof) $500-$1000/m2 (entire roof)
Least Expensive
Strengths High durabilityGood Tear Strength
Requires careful handling, highly
Weaknesses Relatively low durability susceptible to water damage and
tear
(Source: Huntington, 2004)
--
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2.4 STRUCTURAL CABLE
Structural cable was first developed and popularized for use on suspension bridges in the early 20th
century. Capable of reaching strengths three to four times larger than standard structural steel
sections, these flexible elements are often used to support tensioned fabric membranes, either as
edge boundaries or as a way to subdivide the membranes. When placed in the middle of the fabric
surface, cables will help to reduce the span of fabric. Because they are much stiffer than the fabric
material, they act as rigid support points from which the fabric can span. Table 4 is a summary of
different types of commonly used structural cable with some general advantages and disadvantages
of each (Kassabian). The connection of fabric to cable is described in detail in Section 4.1.2.
Table 4 - Properties of Different Types of Structural Cable
Low Axial Stiffness E ~18,000 ksi
Small Diameter: 0.25" - 4"
SFlexible and Capable of tight bendsl Cheap/Ugly
Industrial use or temporary bracing systems
Z Q Good/High Stiffness E ~ 24,000 ksi
Moderate Diameter: 0.5" - 6"
)Good Fatigue Resistance
Used as main or secondary cables on permanent structures
SGood/High Stiffness E - 24,000 ksi
Moderate Diameters similar to Spiral Strand
Outer Closed Construction (z-shaped wires)
OU Smooth Outer Surface (vandal-resistant)
_.q CHigh Stiffness E ~ 29,000 ksi
.< I: Needs Corrosion Protection (typically a polyethylene tube)
(Source: Kassabian, 2008)
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Traditional building design involves the definition of initial parameters such as member sizing and
spacing, the analysis of these members under applied loads, and then the adjustment of the initial
parameters under strength or displacement limitations. This procedure usually requires a few
simple iterations and can be completed with classical (and often linear) analysis methods.
Furthermore, as the majority of buildings in the last century have been designed in this way, the
behavior of conventional building systems is well understood and documented. The design and
analysis of fabric structures, on the other hand, differs greatly from this traditional process, having
a new set of design loads and considerations. Because initial geometric parameters can change so
drastically, their analysis often requires multiple iterations with newer computational methods. In
fact, the overall form of a fabric structure changes so much that this process is commonly referred
to as "shape" or "form" finding.
This chapter begins with general considerations for the design of fabric structures and then
explains the basics of how fabric structures work. The rest of the chapter presents and discusses
the various numerical methods available for their analysis.
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3.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
As mentioned previously, the design of fabric structures comes with several considerations that
need not be made for conventional structures. These include certain load and climate conditions,
availability of material and labor, acoustic performance, fire protection, energy use and lighting, as
well as material maintenance, durability, and inspection. The material considerations have already
been discussed in Chapter 2.
3.1.1 DESIGN LOADS
Though several building codes stipulate design load requirements, the standards are usually
intended for stiff and straight, conventional structures. ASCE (the American Society of Civil
Engineers) is currently adapting their standards for application to tensioned fabric roofs. The
following is an explanation of how load considerations will differ for fabric structures.
Being much lighter than conventional structural members, fabric roof structures and accompanying
cables or ties incur only a small fraction of typical dead loading (generally less than 50 N/m2). For
this same reason, seismic loads, which vary with the mass of a building, usually do not constitute a
serious concern in the design of fabric structures.
Roof live load code requirements were determined based on the assumption of heavy rooftop
machinery and other usages that do not apply to a fabric roof. Indeed, with their curved forms and
high deformability, fabric roofs are usually inaccessible to people except for maintenance and
repair. However, current code provisions do not exempt fabric roofs and they are therefore
designed with normal live loads (Huntington, The Tensioned Fabric Roof).
Wind loads usually control over other types of loading in the design of fabric structures. Though
wind load specifications are available in local building codes, the behavior of fabric roofs under
wind is unpredictable enough as to warrant the use of wind-tunnel testing in many situations.
Depending on the direction of wind and the geometric properties of the fabric, wind can either act
as inward pressure or outward suction, in which case the suction will tend to counteract downward
gravity loads.
In some regions, snow and rain will govern over wind loading. The curvature and natural flexibility
of fabric membranes can lead to a lot of uneven snow distribution. It is important to note that
concentrated loads like high snow drift will often be more critical than large uniformly distributed
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wind pressures. Melted snow or rain also tends to pond in the downwardly curved sections of
membrane. For this reason, drains and snow-melting techniques are often incorporated into their
design (Krishna).
In general, temperature loads do not affect fabric structures.
3.2 How FABRIC STRUCTURES WORK
Conventional structures depend on gravity and internal rigidity for load transfer and for stability.
Beams and columns in these structures can resist axial, shear, and bending stresses. Fabric
structures, on the other hand, are so lightweight that gravity does not have any serious effect.
Furthermore, fabric elements transfer all loads axially, as they have negligible bending and shear
stiffness. They therefore gain stability from their curved form and internal axial prestressing alone.
As mentioned before, the basic structural element of a fabric membrane is a set of cables running in
perpendicular directions. Discussing the behavior of a single cable can therefore help to illustrate
certain behavioral properties of a fabric membrane. To better understand this behavior, first
consider the uniformly loaded beam and its bending moment diagram in Figure 16.
M(x)
Figure 16 -Uniformly Loaded Beam and Moment Diagram
The shape that a cable takes under this same load is considered optimal because it follows the
bending moment diagram. When considering a cable's self weight only, the shape it takes is called
catenary (although this term is often used when describing the natural shape resulting from any
applied load). Because a cable cannot resist shear and bending, it will therefore deflect in such a
way as to carry applied loads in axial tension only, all the while doing so with much less material
than a straight beam under the same loads. Now consider the uniformly loaded cable and deflected
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shape in Figure 17. w is the load per unit length, L is the total length of cable, h is the maximum
vertical deflection at midspan, and H and V are horizontal and vertical reaction forces, respectively.
W
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Figure 17 - Uniformly Loaded Cable
Equilibrium in the vertical direction yields:
wL
V=
2
Because cables cannot resist bending, the sum of moments about any point will be equal to zero.
Y Mmidpoint = 0
H(h)+w )V = 0
wL2
H= 8 h
8h
And the force in the cable is:
F = V2 + H2
One can observe from these initial cable expressions that the sag or vertical deflection of a cable
varies with the horizontal reaction force. This is the idea behind pre-tensioning in fabric
membranes. Adjusting the horizontal tension force is the primary means of limiting membrane
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deflection. Applied loads will also be carried by the vertical "pins" (typically rigid supports such as
masts or metal frames).
Depending on specified boundary conditions and internal prestressing, fabrics can either form into
an anticlastic shape with negative Gaussian curvature or a synclastic shape with positive Gaussian
curvature. The term anticlastic refers to the opposing directions of perpendicular fiber elements.
Joining together to form a saddle-like shape, these elements exert equal forces on each other and
internally brace against themselves. Synclastic
same direction like a balloon. In the design of
fabric structures, upwardly curved elements
are usually called "ridge" cables while
downwardly curved ones are "valley" cables.
The minimum number of anchor points needed
for any section of fabric is four. Three points
are insufficient because the resulting surface is
a simple, flat triangle; as mentioned in the
previous discussion about cables, fabric
elements gain stability with curvature. The four
shapes consist of elements that are curved in the
Figure 18 - Examples of Various Four Point Structures
(Source: Berger, 2005)
point structure is therefore the most basic element of a fabric structure. It can be created with an
endless number of boundary conditions and joined together to make a variety of interesting shapes
and patterns. Figure 18 illustrates only a small sampling of the types of structures that can be
created with the four point structure (H. Berger).
3.3 ANALYSIS METHODS - THEORY AND METHODS FOR SHAPE-FINDING
Analysis models for conventional structures assume a linear relationship between applied forces
and displacements. These linear models can accurately describe a structure's shape, but are limited
to a range of small displacements. Conversely, the design and analysis of fabric structures requires
a thoroughly non-linear approach, modeling large deformation behavior through the use of
iterative numerical methods (Lewis, Tension Structures Form and Behaviour).
The Newton-Raphson method is a classical approach to the analysis of nonlinear structures, which
does not apply well to the behavior of fabric because convergence is slow and sometimes does not
happen at all. However, Newton-Raphson works better when an initial estimate of shape or
geometry is specified. Newer analysis methods have been developed for the direct application of
<Air
/
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analyzing cable-net and tensioned fabric structures. These include the Grid Method and the Force
Density Method, which are both used to estimate initial system geometries before applying
Newton-Raphson. Another nonlinear analysis that can be applied to fabric structures is the
Dynamic Relaxation Method (Bradshaw). The theory behind each of these methods is described in
detail in the following sections.
3.3.1 REVIEW OF LINEAR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
To better understand these methods, the classical theory of linear analysis is first reviewed with the
help of simplified example problems.
9"E,A
L
Figure 19 - Axially Loaded Element
Figure 19 illustrates a single element with initial length L, cross-sectional area A, and modulus of
elasticity E. An applied axial load P results in an elongation that is linearly related by the axial
elastic stiffness, Ke = EA/L .This relationship can be described as:
P = KeU
where u is the elongation in the direction of applied load.
In a two-element system, it becomes more convenient to label displacements as a nodal vector, 5
where u, v, w are displacements in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. With this notation, a
global stiffness matrix K and nodal load vector P can also be defined and the new force-
displacement relationship is:
{P) = [Ke]{6 )
ky k12 k13-1x
{} = , [Ke] = k21 k 2 2 k 2 3  , P Py
Wk33 k32 k 33 - Pz
This matrix notation applies to a single node with three degrees-of-freedom (again in the x, y, and z
directions). The entry kij represents the force at degree-of-freedom i due to a unit displacement at
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degree of freedom j. These matrices and vectors will be expanded to accommodate the number of
nodes in the system. In general, these terms have the following dimensions: {6) = [n x 1], [Ke] = [n
x n] , {P} = [n x 1], where n is the number of degrees of freedom in the system. Note that the global
stiffness matrix is formulated from individual member stiffness and therefore accounts for all
members that will affect a specific node or degree-of-freedom (Lewis).
Though the stiffness matrix method works well for conventional structural elements such as
trusses, beams, and columns, one should remember that it assumes a linear relationship between
force and displacement and therefore, does not apply to the behavior of structural fabric.
3.3.2 TANGENT STIFFNESS METHOD
Structural fabric exhibits large deformation and geometrically non-linear behavior. Because of this,
it requires different methods of analysis, which tend to be numerical and iterative. The following
describes the theory behind the tangent stiffness method (sometimes known as the transient
stiffness method), which derives from the linear stiffness method discussed in the previous section.
The main reason that linear methods do not apply for large deformations is because the stiffness
matrix depends on initial member geometries. When the members in a system deform by a
significant amount, the stiffness matrix for the system will also change. The tangent stiffness
method attempts to account for this discrepancy in the following way.
Begin by defining initial geometry vector, {X}i on which initial stiffness is based. The displacement
resulting from this initial stiffness will be:
(6}si+ = [K]i' (P}
And the new system geometry is:
(X}i+l = tX}i + {6Ii+i
From this updated geometry, one can find a new stiffness matrix, [K]i+,. This stiffness combined
with displacement will yield a set of internal forces, (Pi)} which differ from the set of external
forces.
(Pin)i+1 = [K]- (6}j+
~---^- ~---
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For large displacements, tPin) ({P}. Define an error term or residual, (R} and then an incremental
displacement vector, {A6}:
{R} 1 = (P) -(P nh+
(AS},i+ = [K][ 1 {R)}i+1
At this point, the geometry vector is updated by the incremental displacement vector and more
iterations can be performed until the residual vector converges on zero.
3.3.3 GRID METHOD
As mentioned previously, the grid method is a simple approach to the nonlinear analysis of fabric
structures. Initially developed by Siev and Eidelman (1964), the grid method begins by laying a flat
grid underneath the structure. In doing so, it assumes that the structure is an orthogonal cable-net
with equidistant node spacing. Another simplifying assumption is that nodes do not undergo
horizontal displacement; individual joints will move in the vertical direction only.
In the example problem in Figure 20, one cable pulls up while the
P other pulls down. It is important to note that the position of the
node is not affected by prestressing forces. If an external horizontal
load, H is applied, the cable-net remains in equilibrium because the
horizontal component at each node is equal to H. However, if an
external vertical load, P is applied, the load in the top cable
Figure 20 - Basic Cable-Net increases and the load in the bottom cable decreases. Therefore,
Element because vertical equilibrium is the only concern, each node has one
unknown and the problem is reduced to a set of linear equations, of which the solution is the
vertical position or elevation of each node (Bradshaw).
Remember that the grid method is only used to estimate an initial shape or geometry that will be
used in conjunction with the Newton-Raphson Method.
3.3.4 FORCE DENSITY METHOD
The force density method is another analytical procedure developed for the analysis of nonlinear
structures. The basic idea behind this method is that the force in a structural member can be
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described by multiplying the member force by a unit vector in the direction of the member. The
following formulation describes the force components of a member, i in the x, y, and z directions.
F
(Fx = - (XA - XB)
(Fi) (Y - YB)
(F,)z (ZA - ZB)
Li
Note that the force density is equal to the force in the member divided by its length, Fi/L i . One can
see from these equations that if the force density were set to some constant, the force in the
member would be a linear function of the coordinates XA,YA ,ZA,XB, YBZB. Because of this,
equilibrium equations at any node will be reduced to a set of linear equations with force as a
function of length (Schek).
3.3.5 DYNAMIC RELAXATION METHOD
The dynamic relaxation method is widely accepted as a successful tool in the analysis of cable-net
and tension fabric structures. Initially developed in the 1960's for the study of concrete nuclear
vessels, the method was first adapted for application to cable structures by Day and Bunce in 1970.
The method begins by discretizing a given system into concentrated or lumped masses at specified
points (in a cable-net, it is convenient to lump mass at the nodes or joints). The next step is to
model the dynamic response of these discrete masses. The mathematical procedure, excerpted
from (Lewis), is outlined below:
Begin with the equation of motion for the jth node in the i th direction.
Pi => KS ]i + Mji j + C ji
where Pji represents a vector of externally applied loads, [Z KS]ji represents a vector of internal
loads, C is the coefficient of viscous damping, and Si, S6i are the nodal accelerations and velocities.
Next, define the residual or error between internal and external loads, R
Rji = Pj - [KS]i = jsii + csa
IL
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Use the centered finite difference approximation to represent acceleration as a function of velocity
over time step interval, At. In this expression, the velocity is represented as an average over the
same time interval. For simplicity, the subscriptji is omitted from the following equations.
= n+1/2 _ n-1/2 I n+1/2 + n-1/2
Rn = M + CAt 2
Rearranging the above equation will yield the following expression for velocity, which can then be
used to estimate displacement at time n + 1.
MC(At 2
+ + CAt 2 !t 2
6 n+1 = 6 n + Sn+1/2At
These steps represent one iteration of the dynamic relaxation method. They are repeated until the
residual term converges on zero (i.e. the internal forces match the external forces).
~_
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CHAPTER 4: CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS
The constructor of fabric structures has a more important role to play than those of conventional
structures, because they are dealing with relatively new materials, methods, and technologies.
Indeed, fabric roof design is often considered so special that it falls under a separate contract from
the main structural system of a building; clients will even sometimes appoint a different structural
engineer for the fabric and for the main structure. More often than not, the design of fabric
structure is limited by manufacturing capabilities. A fabric contractor must therefore be chosen
with care.
In a seminar presented at the ASCE Spring Convention and Exhibit in April 1977, Walter Bird spoke
of the role of the fabricator in implementing large-scale fabric structures. Though much has
changed in the practice of constructing fabric structures since then, many of the same basic
procedures and considerations still apply today. According to Bird, it is the responsibility of the
fabricator to help architects and engineers in the material selection process, informing them of
special material properties as well as advising them on practical patterning and pre-stressing
techniques (Bird).
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This chapter first details a number of common connections used in tensioned fabric structures, and
then discusses the patterning, erection, installation, and pre-stressing process.
4.1 TYPES OF CONNECTIONS
The design of connections in fabric structures often requires careful and thorough consideration.
Unlike connections in conventional buildings, they play a crucial role in the creation of architectural
form and concept, as the geometry of a fabric roof is entirely dependent on the proper placement
and design of these connections. Furthermore, they are often exposed to view and must therefore
be constructed with aesthetics in mind. One of the most important considerations when designing
fabric connections is the stress concentration that may occur in the local area surrounding it. Being
highly sensitive to concentrated applied forces, clamps, cables, and seams should almost always
fully develop stresses into the fabric.
Fabric connections also need to be designed to account for load path, understanding that loads will
tend to follow the stiffest path. In the case of a fabric membrane, applied loads will travel through
the flexible membrane into less flexible interior or edge cables and then into the stiff and rigid
supports. The following sections present various schemes for the connection of fabric elements.
4.1.1 FABRIC TO FABRIC
After fabrics are patterned and cut, they can
be joined together in a number of ways. These
include heat sealing, gluing, and sewing. Lap It i¢41
seams are typically laid out in a "shingle" like FABRIC (TOPSIDE)
pattern, with higher pieces of fabric draped WELOEO DR
CEMENTEO SEAM
over lower ones to facilitate water run-off.
Seam strengths are dependent on coating Figure 21 -Standard Lap Seam (Source: Shaeffer)
adhesion and seam widths (Shaeffer). Figure
21 illustrates a standard lap seam.
4.1.2 FABRIC TO CABLE
Fabric to cable connections are needed when structural cables help to support a fabric membrane.
One-sided connections are made when the fabric terminates at an edge cable and two-sided
connections occur when the fabric is sectioned by the cable on both sides. Sectioning or subdividing
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fabric is usually done to facilitate the installation process. It also proves beneficial later for building
maintenance and repair as fabric can be replaced one section at a time.
Fabric to cable connections can be done in a few different ways. One method involves a cuff or
sleeve, which uniformly transfers stress from the membrane into the cable or vice versa (see Figure
23). Another technique calls for the clamping down of a fabric roped edge (see Figure 22). The
roped edge will bear against the clamping hardware, which is attached to a base plate or rigid
support. The clamping mechanism must be designed to distribute stresses evenly between the
fabric edge and the fabric itself. Typically, they are also rounded and padded to protect against
unsupported stress concentrations (Shaeffer).
FABRIC
SEPARATE
IW L t CABLE
I r- CABLE
Figure 23 - Cable Cuff Connection (Source: Shaeffer)
Figure 22 - Cable Roped Edge Connection (Source: Shaeffer)
50mn STRAP (TYPICALLY -
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4.1.3 CABLE TO CABLE
Cable clamps and fixings like the ones in Figure 24 can
be used to connect cables to other cables. These typically
join single or double cables running in perpendicular
directions, though turnbuckles and adjustable toggles
will sometimes be used to splice cables going in the
same direction. Although most cable end connections
will develop the full strength of cable, they must be
designed to account for both the breaking strength of
cable and the capacity of the fitting (Shaeffer).
There are a variety of options for the design of cable
Figure 24 - Cable to Cable Connection
(Source: Vandenberg, 1998)
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terminations. These include eyes, open or closed swages, spelters, and pinned jaws. Some typical
cable fittings are shown in Figure 26.
N 4i__,,1,WU 9 KLTI" -~
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Figure 25 - Detail of Cable-
Cable Connection
(Source:Vandenberg)
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Figure 26 - Various Cable Fittings (Source: Shaeffer)
4.1.4 ANCHORAGES
MAST
ANCHOI
BOLTS
PIN
- BASE PL
Figure 27 - Pinned Mast Base
(Source: Shaeffer)
Anchorages or mast-base connections are designed in much the
same way as a column-base connection. The only difference
here is that vertical masts will sometimes be free to rotate about
the base. Fixed bases offer more stability during the erection
and installation process and create a more rigid fabric roof
system overall. However, rotating masts can be useful for fabric
pre-stressing and rotating mast-base connections are generally
cheaper than fixed bases, which require welding. Figure 27
illustrates a standard pinned mast base.
4.2 PATTERNING
Fabric patterning is the construction stage in which large fabric rolls are cut into smaller, two-
dimensional sections. In the past and up until the 1970's, procedures for patterning fabric were
based on physical models and hand calculations. Today, fabricators use form-finding software as
well as geometry monitoring technologies to ensure accuracy in production. The process of
patterning becomes complicated when pre-stresses are considered. Because fabric membranes are
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stretched during installation to produce a certain state of pre-stressing, sections must be cut
smaller than their final dimensions, a consideration commonly referred to as "compensation". The
problem is further complicated by the multi-axial nature of fabric material, which generally causes
it to elongate more in the fill direction than in the warp direction. Biaxial tests on fabric materials
help to determine the compensation factors to be applied for the reduction of each pattern section
(Armijos).
It is important to note that although fabric structures look like continuous, flowing surfaces, they
are actually almost always created from a set of two-dimensional, flat sections. This means that the
final product will be an approximation of the ideal design specified, becoming more accurate as the
pattern size decreases. However, if the surface becomes too subdivided, the precision required in
cut and assembly can often lead to wasted fabric and wasted time. The choice of pattern size must
therefore balance the overall cost and schedule implications of achieving the desired aesthetic form
(Huntington, The Tensioned Fabric Roof).
4.3 ERECTION AND INSTALLATION
Fabric structures are more vulnerable to failure during installation because they are not fully stable
until they have been fully erected and tensioned. For this reason, installation periods for these
structures should be minimized and construction sequences must be carefully planned.
The materials in fabric structure form a hierarchy in terms of stiffness and flexibility. Fabric
membranes are more flexible than the edge cables and ties, which are still more flexible than the
supports. Typical fabric structures are assembled in order from stiffest to most flexible element;
beginning with rigid support members and ending with the fabric membrane itself. In general, rigid
frames or masts are erected first, along with rings or structural units that may be located at the top
of vertical supports. These members are usually held in place with temporary erection cables and
ties until cable and fabric panels are lifted up and connected. Strips of fabric membrane are
typically seamed together on the ground and lifted as larger sections (Huntington, The Tensioned
Fabric Roof).
4.4 PRESTRESSING
Though pre-stresses in a fabric membrane are typically specified by the designer, they constitute a
big concern for the fabric contractor. Pre-stressing is done for a variety of reasons. It can control
unnecessary flapping or flutter, which sometimes leads to severe dynamic effects by imposing high
forces on the overall structural system. Pre-stress also helps to mitigate the effects of ponding by
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decreasing the overall curvature of the membrane. Perhaps most importantly, the pre-stress allows
the membrane to sustain a certain amount of unloading without losing tension and going slack.
Though high levels of pre-stress are desirable for these reasons, there exists a practical upper limit
as more accuracy and effort are required in patterning and assembly when pre-stress levels are
very high. Typical pre-stress levels range from 2 kN/m to 10 kN/m, depending on the fabric
material and the design loads.
There are several mechanisms employed to pre-stress a fabric membrane. These vary from simple
fabric clamps to tensioning cable and mast systems.
The simplest way to stress a fabric membrane is through direct tensioning, where simple clamps
are placed evenly along a fabric edge and used to pull the fabric to rigid boundary supports. This
pre-stressing mechanism is supported by a roped fabric edge connection like the ones in Figure 22.
Edge-tensioning schemes work well for low levels of pre-stress on small-scale structures with no
masts or edge cables.
Other methods for pre-stressing involve tensioning large areas of fabric by applying stress at only a
few discrete points. One example is a cable-tension system, where tension forces in edge and tie-
back cables will distribute into the entire fabric surface. Cables can be shortened with devices such
as mechanical or hydraulic jacks and they are often used with cable cuff connections to fabric (see
Figure 23).
Other pre-stressing techniques will incorporate stationary or moveable masts. Whereas cable-
tensioning systems work through the shortening of cables, mast-tensioning systems function by
increasing the length of rigid compression members, effectively pulling fabric membranes into
tension. Both cable and mast-tensioning techniques are sometimes preferred over simple clamps
because they do not require the placement of bulky equipment along the edge of a fabric surface,
therefore offering more architectural allowance in the expression of cable edges (Huntington, The
Tensioned Fabric Roof).
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CHAPTER 5: CASE STUDY - DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Completed in 1993, the Landside Terminal at the Denver International Airport is the nation's
largest cable-supported roof to date. Designed by architects W.C. Fentress, J.H. Bradburn &
Associates, and engineer Horst Berger, the project represents one of the most successful fabric
structures in the history of lightweight structures.
5.1 ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT
The decision to implement a fabric roof on the airport terminal building came late in the design
process. After being hired to review an initial design provided by Perez & Associates of New
Orleans, Fentress and Bradburn set out to find ways to bring the project within budget (a task that
required $40 M in savings). After initial discussions with Horst Berger, they realized that fabric tent
forms could be used for two reasons: first, as an architectural concept relating the main roof design
to the surrounding mountainous landscape of Denver, Colorado and second, as a cost-effective
design (H. Berger).
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5.2 STRUCTURAL DESIGN
The building is organized into 17 tent-like modules, spaced 60 feet apart for a total length of over
1,000 feet. The modules are supported by two rows of masts, which are spaced 150 feet apart (in
the short direction of the building). Most of the masts extend 104 feet high, though two groups of
four masts each rise to 125 feet. These higher masts break and divide the building elevation into
three even sections (see Figure 28).
The fabric roof membrane consists of
two layers, spaced 24 inches apart,
and bordered by edge catenary cables.
The outer layer serves as a continuous
fabric canopy, which cantilevers out
over both of the long building edges.
Figure 29 illustrates the size and scale Figure 28 -View of the Finished Fabric Roof
(Source: Huntington,2004)
of this outer membrane canopy. The
inner membrane provides thermal
insulation and acoustic absorption
and is connected to the top of the
inner perimeter walls, which are
supported by a system of cable-
trusses (Berger and De Paola).
Figure 29 - Outer Membrane Tied Canopy
(Source: Huntington, 2004)
5.2.1 LOAD CONSIDERATIONS
Well known for its beautiful snowy winters, buildings in Denver are subject to stringent snow load
requirements. To determine the effect of snow loading on the terminal building, Berger worked
with a consulting firm named RWDI based in Ontario. For the design of the new fabric roof, some
areas had applied loads as high as 80 pounds per square foot (psf), a load equivalent to
approximately eight feet of snow.
The dead weight of the structure is less than 2 psf. This is approximately 1/15 the weight of a steel
framed roof and 1/40 the weight of a concrete framed roof of the same spans.
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5.2.2 FABRIC MATERIAL
Both layers of the fabric membrane are a Teflon-coated fiberglass called "Sheerfill II". The fabric
was coated by Chemfab and installed by Birdair Inc. It is worth noting that though the fabric
material is more expensive than a steel or concrete roof, the overall structure is still less expensive
because the size of supporting elements is significantly reduced.
Sheerfill II is about 7% translucent, which means that it brings in enough natural day-lighting so as
to make interior artificial light in the airport terminal unnecessary. The fabric's high reflectivity and
low heat absorption also help to reduce the effects of heat buildup in the building. These features
result in lower energy usage and cost savings overall.
5.2.3 SUPPORTING MASTS, CABLES, AND TIES
The fabric membrane roof is supported by a system of cables, ties, and vertical masts. Ridge cables
drape over the masts and anchor into rigid supporting structure (see Figure 30) while valley cables
are located between the ridge cables and anchor down near the base perimeter of the building. The
roofs main anchorages include vertical tie-
down cables that attach at about 6 feet away
from the building perimeter wall. These tie-
down cables are also used to stress the fabric
after installation.
A set of 5/8" diameter cables, spaced 40 feet Figure 30 -Elevation View of Denver Airport Terminal
apart are attached to ridge and valley cables (Source: Berger, 2005)
to provide redundancy within the cables. This cable-net grid divides the surface into discrete fabric
panels that can be removed and replaced without compromising the overall structural system. It
also acts as a rip-stop system, containing accidental rips within each square 40 feet length of cable.
Anchoring this complex system of edge cables, interior cable-net, and valley cables was not easy.
Eight-sided "Octopus" connectors were proposed to attach the various cables coming from multiple
directions. Hydraulic jacks located on top of the octopus connectors pushed down to add stress into
the valley cables, resulting in a distribution of stresses in the overall membrane.
Large steel tension rings were installed at the top of the masts to accommodate mechanical
equipment. These were installed before the fabric to avoid fabric over-stressing at the top.
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5.2.4 CABLE-SUPPORTED PERIMETER WALLS
The large glass walls on the north and
south ends of the building are supported
by a system of cables and struts. The walls
span the entire width of the building (220
feet) and rise to 60 feet at their centers.
The main load-carrying components of the
two-way cable system are the vertical A-
Figure 31 - Schematic Design of the Cable-Supported South Wall shaped frame, spaced 15 feet apart (see
(Source: Berger) the section in Figure 31).
5.3 CONSTRUCTION SCHEME
Construction of the airport terminal building proceeded in a linear fashion beginning at the north
end and moving towards the south. It began with the erection of the masts and mast top units,
which preceded the fabric installation by several bays. Sections of the fabric membrane along with
the interior cable-net system were joined on the ground and lifted together with the ridge cables.
Once set into place, the fabric panels were spread and attached to edge catenaries and to the valley
cables. Stresses in the large fabric membrane changed with the addition of each new bay. After the
entire roof was in place, the octopus connectors along the outer edge of the building were pushed
down with hydraulic jacks in a sequential fashion until the roof stresses achieved the specified
design values. The construction sequence was extremely fast paced, incurring approximately $100
M dollars worth of construction work each month. The fabric roof was completed ahead of schedule
in the Spring of 1993. Figure 32 shows an interior view of the finished airport terminal.
Figure 32 - Finished Interior of the Airport Terminal (Source: Huntington, 2004)
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CONCLUSION
Fabric structures represent a new chapter in the history of building structures. Capable of spanning
large distances while incurring very little weight on supporting structure, developments in the
design of fabric structure can dramatically change the way we conceptualize permanent building
construction. Each chapter of this thesis discusses a different limiting factor, which prevents the
widespread application of fabric to permanent structures. Though fabric materials, computational
analysis techniques, and construction methods have come a long way since the first modern fabric
structure was built fifty years ago, there are still several challenges to be overcome before fabric
can be considered a viable option for the majority of new building projects.
Fabric materials and their associated properties continue to adapt to new and interesting problems.
Though they exhibit drawbacks such as low durability due to UV degradation and fire resistance,
they continue to improve in tensile and tearing strength capacities. Furthermore, increased light
transmission and translucency allow for higher energy savings, a consideration that is becoming
ever more important to the green building industry.
The design and analysis process is perhaps the most limiting factor in the implementation of fabric
structure. Exhibiting highly nonlinear behavior, the behavior of fabric under applied loads is often
difficult to understand and to model. Beginning with simple fabric models in the days of Frei Otto at
the Institute of Lightweight Structures, analysis theories and methods have adapted into complex
computational models capable of quickly and accurately determining the form and behavior of a
fabric membrane.
Construction methods and techniques always represent the final limitation in the successful
execution of building structures. For fabric structures in particular, the process strays from
conventional building construction in that special consideration must be made to fabric patterning,
installation, and pre-stressing methods. For these reasons, fabricators often play a large role in the
design of fabric structures, working closely with architects and engineers to create a desired shape
or form.
The case study of the Landside Terminal at the Denver International Airport demonstrates several
of the unique considerations that come with the design and construction of fabric structures.
A better understanding of fabric structures design and construction may one day allow for the
extensive and common application of fabric to permanent structures.
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